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Abstract. In a previous paper we provided guidelines for scholars on optimizing research articles for academic search engines such as Google Scholar. Feedback in the academic community to these guidelines was diverse. Some were concerned researchers could use our guidelines to manipulate rankings of scientific articles and promote what we call ‘academic search engine spam’. To find out whether these concerns are justified, we conducted several tests on Google Scholar. The results show that academic search engine spam is indeed—and with little effort—possible: We increased rankings of academic articles on Google Scholar by manipulating their citation counts; Google Scholar indexed invisible text we added to some articles, making papers appear for keyword searches the articles were not relevant for; Google Scholar indexed some nonsensical articles we randomly created with the paper generator SciGen; and Google Scholar linked to manipulated versions of research papers that contained a Viagra advertisement. At the end of this paper, we discuss whether academic search engine spam could become a serious threat to Web-based academic search engines.
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1 Introduction

Web-based academic search engines such as CiteSeer(X), Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic Search and SciPlore have introduced a new era of search for academic articles. In contrast to classic digital libraries such as IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, or PubMed, Web-based academic search engines index PDF files of academic articles from any publisher that may be found on the Web. Indexing academic PDFs from the Web not only allows easy and free access to academic articles and publisher-independent search, it also changes the way academics can make their articles available to the academic community.
With classic digital libraries, researchers have no influence on getting their articles indexed. They either have published in a publication indexed by a digital library, and then their article is available in that digital library, or they have not, and then the article is not available in that digital library. In contrast, researchers can influence whether their articles are indexed by Web-based academic search engines: they simply have to put their articles on a website to get them indexed. Researchers should have an interest in having their articles indexed by as many academic search engines and digital libraries as possible, because this increases the articles’ visibility in the academic community. In addition, authors should not only be concerned about the fact that their articles are indexed, but also where they are ranked in the result list. As with all search results, those that are listed first, the top-ranked articles, are more likely to be read and cited. Furthermore, citation counts obtained from Google Scholar are sometimes used to evaluate the impact of articles and their authors. Accordingly, scientists want all articles that cite their articles to be included in Google Scholar and they want to ensure that citations are identified correctly. In addition, researchers and institutions using citation data from Google Scholar should know how robust and complete the data is that they use for their analyses. In recent studies we researched the ranking algorithm of Google Scholar [Beel and Gipp (2009c), Beel and Gipp (2009a), Beel and Gipp (2009b)] and gave advice to researchers on how to optimize their scholarly literature for Google Scholar [Beel et al. (2010)]. We called this method ‘Academic Search Engine Optimization’ (ASEO) and defined it as

“[…] the creation, publication, and modification of scholarly literature in a way that makes it easier for academic search engines to both crawl it and index it.”
[Beel et al. (2010)]

The idea of academic search engine optimization is controversial in the academic community. Some researchers agree that scholars should be concerned about it, and respond positively in various blogs and discussion groups:
“In my opinion, being interested in how (academic) search engines function and how scientific papers are indexed and, of course, responding to these… well… circumstances of the scientific citing business is just natural.” [Groß (2010)]

“ASEO sounds good to me. I think it’s a good idea.” [Ian (2010)]

“Search engine optimization (SEO) has a golden age in this internet era, but to use it in academic research, it sounds quite strange for me. After reading this publication […] my opinion changed.” [Meskó (2010)]

“This definitely needs publishing.” [Reviewer (2010)]

Others argue against ASEO. Some of the critical feedback included statements like:

“I’m not a big fan of this area of research […]. I know it’s in the call for papers, but I think that’s a mistake.” [Reviewer4 (2009)]

“[This] paper seems to encourage scientific paper authors to learn Google scholar’s ranking method and write papers accordingly to boost ranking [which is not] acceptable to scientific communities which are supposed to advocate true technical quality/impact instead of ranking.” [Reviewer2 (2009)]
“[…] on first impressions [Academic Search Engine Optimization] sounds like the stupidest idea I’ve ever heard.” [Gunn (2010)]

In our last paper [Beel et al. (2010)] we concluded:

“Academic Search Engine Optimization (ASEO) should not be seen as a guide how to cheat with search engines. It is about helping academic search engines to understand the content of research papers, and thus how to make this content more available.”

However, the concern that scientists might be tempted to ‘over-optimize’ their articles is at least worthy of investigation. Therefore, we researched whether academic search engine spam can be performed, how it might be done, and how effective it is. For us, academic search engine spam (ASES) is the creation, modification, or publication of academic articles as PDF files and resources related to the articles, specially constructed to increase the articles’ or authors’ reputations or ranking in academic search engines. Or, in short, the abuse of academic search engine optimization techniques. Initial results were published in a poster [Beel and Gipp (2010)]. The final results of our research are presented in this paper.

2 Research objective
The main objective of this study was to analyze the resilience of Google Scholar against spam and to find out whether the following is possible:

Performing citation spam to increase rankings, reputation, and visibility of authors and their articles.
Performing content spam to make papers appear in more search results, increasing their rankings and increasing authors’ publication lists.
Placing advertisement in PDFs.

In addition, we present our first ideas on how to detect and prevent academic search engine spam. The results will help to answer the following questions in further studies:

How reliable are Google Scholar’s citation counts, and should they be used to evaluate researcher and article impact?
To what extent can the ranking of Google Scholar be trusted?
To what extent can the linked content on Google Scholar be trusted?

3 Related work
To our knowledge, no studies are available on the existence of spam in academic search engines or on how academic search engine spam could be recognized and prevented. However, indexing and ranking methods of Web-based academic search engines such as Google Scholar are similar to those of classic Web search engines such as Google Web Search. Therefore, a look at related work in the field of classic Web spam may help in understanding academic search engine spam.

Most Web search engines rank Web pages based on two factors, namely the Web page content and the amount (and quality) of links that point to the Web page. Accordingly, Web spammers try to manipulate one or both of these factors to improve the ranking of their websites for a specific set of keywords. This practice is commonly known as ‘link spam’ and ‘content spam’.

Link spammers have various options for creating fraudulent links. They can create dummy Web sites that link to the website they want to push (link farms), exchange links with other webmasters, buy links on third party Web pages, and post links to their websites in blogs or other resources. Many researchers detected link spam [Gyöngyi and Garcia-Molina (2005), Benczur et al. (2005), Drost and Scheffer (2005), Fetterly et al. (2004), Benczúr et al. (2006), Saito et al. (2007), Wu and Chellapilla (2007), Gan and Suel (2007)].

Content spammers try to make their websites appear more relevant for certain keyword searches than they actually are. This can be accomplished by taking content of other websites and combining different (stolen) texts as ‘new content’, or by stuffing many keywords
in a Web page’s title, meta tags\(^1\), ALT-tags of images, and body text, or creating doorway pages, and placing invisible text on a Web page. ‘Invisible text’ usually means text in the same color as the background or in layers behind the visible text. Again, much research has been performed to identify content spam [Urvoy et al. (2006), Nathenson (1998), Geng et al. (2008), Castillo et al. (2007)].

A third type of Web spam is duplicate spam. Here, spammers try to get duplicates of their websites indexed (and highly ranked). Figure 1 shows an example in which the three first results for a search query point eventually to the same document. The chance that a Web surfer would read the document is higher than if only one of the top results had pointed to this paper\(^2\). Google provides guidelines for webmasters on how to avoid unintentional duplicate content spam\(^3\). Similar guidelines do not exist for Google Scholar.

---

\(^1\) Meta tags are rarely used by spammers since most search engines ignore meta tags due to spam issues

\(^2\) We do not claim that the author of the example paper did duplicate spam. It is likely that Google was not able to identify the different pages as duplicates. However, this illustrates what duplicate spam might look like.

\(^3\) http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com/2009/02/specify-your-canonical.html
media spam, Wikipedia spam, and gadget spam), overall, search engines are capable of fighting Web spam quite well. Since academic search engines rank scientific articles in a similar way as Web search engines rank Web pages, academic spam can be divided into the same categories as Web spam: content spam, duplicate spam, and link spam; however, in the case of academic papers ‘link spam’ is equal to ‘citation spam.’

4 Motivation
Researchers could be tempted to do academic search engine spam for several reasons: reputation, visibility, and ill will. We discuss these reasons below.

4.1 Reputation
One reason researchers might perform academic search engine spam may be to increase citation counts of their articles and hence enhance their reputations. Citation counts are commonly used to evaluate the impact and performance of researchers and their articles. In the past, citation counts were amassed by organizations such as ISI’s Web of Science. Direct manipulation of Web of Science would be difficult, as ISI checks citations in 10,000 journals from the reference lists in those journals from 1900 to the present (and throws out duplicate references in a single article). Nevertheless, some researchers are said to manipulate their citation counts with citation circles, inappropriate self-citations, etc.

Nowadays, citation counts from Web-based academic search engines are also used for impact evaluations. Software like Publish or Perish4 and Scholarometer5 calculate performance metrics such as impact factor and h-index [Hirsch (2005)], based on Google Scholar’s citation counts, to assist in analyzing the impact of researchers and articles. These impact measures may be used to support hiring and grants decisions.

We do not know to what extent these tools are used to evaluate the performance of scientists. But several universities recommend Publish or Perish as an alternative to Web of Science [Harzing (2010)] and many scholarly papers use citation data from Google Scholar for their

4 http://harzing.com/pop.htm
5 http://scholarometer.indiana.edu

We believe that this kind of data will play an important role in impact evaluations in the future. And the more these tools are used, the higher the temptation for researchers to manipulate citation counts. To increase their reputations and publication lists, researchers might also try to create fake papers and get Google Scholar to index these papers. A ‘fake paper’ could be any document that was solely created for the purpose of manipulating citation counts, etc.

Researchers could try to modify articles by authors who are known in a field, so that the articles reference the researchers’ articles or appear to be co-authored by the nefarious researchers. Then it would look as if an authority cited the manipulating researcher’s article or as if the authority co-authored with the manipulating author. Researchers are not the only ones who are evaluated by citation counts; organizations such as universities or journals are evaluated the same way and might therefore consider performing academic search engine spam to increase their citation counts. One publisher has already been caught putting pressure on authors to cite more articles from its publications to increase the impact factor of the publishers’ journals [Havemann (2009)].

4.2 Visibility

Researchers could duplicate one of their own articles with enough slight changes and publish it on the Web to make the article appear new to Google Scholar. If Google Scholar indexed it, the duplicate would appear on Google Scholar as separate search result. Users would be more likely read one of these articles than if only one result pointed to the researcher’s work. The downside of this approach would be that real citations would be divided among the various duplicates of the article.

Most academic search engines offer features such as showing articles cited by an article, or showing related articles to a given article. Citation spam could bring more articles from manipulating researchers
onto more of these lists. To do so, an author could modify an already published article by inserting many additional references to papers related to the modified paper. Authors of the cited papers would pay attention to the modified article when they examine who is citing them, and readers of the cited articles would more likely pay attention to the citing article when they are searching for related work.

4.3 Ill-Will
Researchers might try academic search engine spamming just for fun, or to damage others authors’ reputations by ‘pushing' their article rankings so obviously that the other authors are identified as spammers by academic search engines and their articles are removed from the index. On first glance, this idea might seem absurd. However, a similar practice, called ‘competitor click fraud’, is common in paid search results. Here, companies generate clicks on a competitor’s advertisement to exhaust their budget [Wilbur and Zhu (2009), Soubusta (2008), Podobnik et al. (2006), Hadjinian et al. (2006), Gandhi et al. (2006)].

A similar technique, deoptimization, is applied by so-called ‘webcare’ teams. These teams try to keep negative remarks and negative publicity about a company from showing up high on search-engine results. As a consequence, only positive websites appear high in the result list.

4.4 Classic spam in academic articles
Classic non-academic spammers could place advertisement in manipulated academic articles to generate revenue or create malicious PDF files to either attack readers’ computers or attack the search engines’ servers themselves. Just recently, Google and other companies were attacked by hackers with malicious PDF files [Müll (2010)].

5 Methodology
There are three basic approaches to academic search engine spam.

When creating an article, an author might place invisible text in it. This way, the article later might appear more relevant for certain keyword searches than it actually is.
A researcher could modify his own or someone else’s article and upload it to the Web. Modifications could include the addition of additional references, keywords, or advertisements. A manipulating researcher could create complete fake papers that cite his or her own articles, to increase rankings, reputation, and visibility.

Over the past year, we performed several experiments on Google Scholar. We placed invisible text in an article we published, modified existing articles, and created several fake articles to test the resilience of Google Scholar. The articles were uploaded to various websites so Google Scholar could index them. Articles were uploaded to our private homepage, http://beel.org; our project website, http://sciplore.org; the university website, http://ovgu.de; and to the social network websites http://mendeley.com, http://academia.edu and http://researchgate.net.

This paper should not be seen as a thorough experiment on how exactly Google Scholar may be spammed. It is rather a case study and proof-of-concept in which we perform various tests of how to spam Google Scholar.

6 Results

6.1 Websites Google Scholar crawled

Google Scholar did not index our PDF files from mendeley.com and researchgate.com, although other PDFs from those websites are indexed by Google Scholar. PDFs from sciplore.org, beel.org and academia.edu were indexed as well as PDFs from the university’s Web space.

6.2 Spammering while writing a real article

While writing one of our real papers [Beel and Gipp (2009b)], and before it was published, we added words in white color to the first page (see Figure ). In addition, we added several words in a layer behind the original text (see Figure ). Finally, a vector graphic, a type of picture that can be searched and is machine readable, was inserted. This vector graphic was also placed behind the original text, and contained white text in a tiny font size (see Figure ).
The paper then was submitted and accepted for a conference, published by IEEE, and included in IEEE Xplore. We did not let IEEE know what we were doing, and the invisible text was not discovered. About two months after publication the paper was crawled and indexed by Google Scholar, which included the invisible text. That means users of Google Scholar may find our article when they search for keywords that appear only in the invisible text.

Therefore, this paper deals with the question of how Google Scholar ranks its results. The paper is structured as follows. In the second section related work about Google Scholar’s ranking algorithm is presented. The third section covers the research

![Figure 2: White text on white background (highlighted for illustration)](image1.png)

![Figure 3: Text in a hidden layer behind the original text (highlighted for illustration)](image2.png)

Although Google Scholar’s ranking algorithm has a significant influence on which academic articles are read by the scientific community, we could not find

whereas the 1,050 search queries consisted of 350 single-word search queries, 350 double-word search queries, and 350 triple-word search queries. In the first run, search terms were searched in the full text. In the second run, search terms were searched in the title.
6.3 Modifying an already published article

6.3.1 Content modifications

We modified some articles we had already published and added additional keywords (both visible and invisible) throughout the document. Google indexed all modified PDFs and grouped them with the original ones. That means users of Google Scholar may find these modified articles when they search for the additional keywords. In other words, researchers can make their articles appear for keyword searches the original article would not be considered relevant for.

New keywords were also added to the PDF metadata (title and keyword field). However, Google Scholar did not index the additional metadata.

6.3.2 Bibliography modifications

In several existing articles we added new references to the bibliography. Some pointed to articles that were more recent than the original article. These modified articles were uploaded to the Web, and Google Scholar indexed all additional references. As a consequence, citation counts and rankings of the cited articles increased.

That means researchers could easily increase citation counts and rankings of their articles by modifying existing article (and not necessarily their own). This way a researcher could also increase visibility of his articles. He could modify one of his own articles, add references to the bibliography, and the newly cited authors would then probably pay attention to the article.

6.3.3 Adding advertisements

We modified one article [Beel and Gipp (2009b)] and placed Viagra advertisement in it, including a clickable link to the corresponding website (see Figure ). After a few weeks Google Scholar indexed the PDF file and grouped it with the already indexed files.

That means users of Google Scholar interested in the full text of our research article [Beel and Gipp (2009b)], might download the manipulated PDF containing the Viagra advertisement and we—if we were real spammers—could generate revenue from the researchers visiting the advertised website.
6.4 Publishing completely new papers

So far, we had modified only existing papers. Google Scholar already knew the articles’ metadata—title and author, for instance—when it was indexing the manipulated PDFs. We also made Google Scholar index papers that were never officially published.

6.4.1 Publishing nonsensical papers

Using the random paper generator SciGen [Stribling et al. (2005)], we created six random research papers. These papers consisted of completely nonsensical text and bibliography. Only one real reference was added. We created a homepage for a non-existent researcher and offered the six created papers on this homepage for download. The homepage was uploaded to the Web space OvGU.de, and linked by one of our own homepages, so the Google Scholar crawler could find it. Although Google Web Search indexed the homepage and PDFs after three weeks, Google Scholar did not initially index the PDF files.
We then uploaded one of the papers to Academia.edu. After two months Google Scholar indexed the paper from Academia.edu (see Figure 6) and from the university website as well, and ranking of the cited articles increased. Apparently, Google Scholar has different trust levels for different websites. It indexes unknown articles from the trusted websites, but indexes only known articles from untrusted websites. In this case, academia.edu seems to be considered trustworthy. Each article on that platform is indexed by Google Scholar. It appears that once an article is indexed from Academia.edu, other PDFs of that article are indexed, even from websites Google Scholar does not consider trustworthy.

6.4.2 Nonsensical text as real book

Recently created print-on-demand publishers such as Lulu, CreateSpace, and Grin can publish a book, including ISBN, free, within minutes. We analyzed whether a group of fake articles published as a real book would be indexed by Google Scholar.

We created fourteen new fake articles with SciGen [Stribling et al. (2005)]. We replaced the nonsense bibliography of each article with real references. We bundled the fourteen articles in a single document and published this document as a book with the publisher Grin [Beel (2009)]. After a few weeks, the book was indexed by Google Books, and some weeks later by Google Scholar. All fourteen articles can be found on Google Scholar and their citations are displayed on Google Scholar too. That means citation counts and rankings of around a hundred articles increased because the fourteen fake papers cited these
articles. Also the (non-existent) authors are now listed in Google Scholar.

6.4.3 Publishing new articles based on real articles (duplicate spam)

In 2009 we published an article about how data retrieved from mind maps could enhance search applications [Beel et al. (2009)]. It was titled ‘Information retrieval on mind maps—what could it be good for?’

We took this article, changed the title to ‘Mind Maps and Information Retrieval’ and replaced some references. The body text was not changed. After uploading the article to the Web, Google Scholar indexed it as a completely new article.

That means when users of Google Scholar search for ‘mind maps’ and ‘information retrieval’ the result set displays not only the original article, but the modified one as well (see Figure ). Accordingly, the probability that users will read the article increases.

Figure 7: Duplicates with identical content but different title are listed as separate search results

Something similar happened with a book we published about rewarding project teams [Beel (2007)]. Google Scholar indexed the original print version, which is also available on Google Books. When we posted the PDF on the book’s website, http://team-rewards.de, Google Scholar indexed it as a new article. Differences between the documents, each about 100 pages, are minimal. However, as Figure shows, Google Scholar has misidentified the title. The correct title is on Google Books: ‘Project Team Rewards: Rewarding and Motivating your Project
Team’. The PDF’s title was incorrectly identified as ‘Project Team Rewards’.

As a consequence of this misidentification, both documents are displayed for searches for the term ‘project team rewards’ or other similar terms. In addition, the cited articles all received two citations because the original book and the PDF from the website were indexed separately.

Based on these results, it seems that Google Scholar is using only a document’s title to distinguish documents. If titles differ, documents are considered different.

6.5 Miscellaneous

In our research we saw some issues that might be relevant in evaluating Google Scholar’s ability to handle spam and its reliability for citations counts.

6.5.1 Value of citations

Google Scholar indexes documents other than peer-reviewed articles. For instance, Google Scholar has indexed 4,530 PowerPoint presentations6 and 397,000 Microsoft Word documents. It has indexed a Master thesis proposal from one of our students and probably many proposals more. Citations in all these documents are counted7. It is apparent that a citation from a PowerPoint presentation or thesis proposal has less value than a citation in a peer reviewed academic

6 The amount of indexed files of a certain type (e.g. ppt) are identifiable via the search query "filetype:ppt"
7 We took a sample of 10 presentations and Microsoft Word documents that contained citations and all citations in these files were counted.
article. However, Google does not distinguish on its website between these different origins of citations.

6.5.2 Wikipedia articles on third party websites
Google Scholar indexes Wikipedia articles when the article is available as PDF on a third party website. For instance, the Wikipedia article on climate change is also available as a PDF on the website http://unicontrol-inc.com (with a different title). Google Scholar has indexed this PDF (see Figure ) and counted its references.

![Indexed Wikipedia article from third party website](image)

That means, again, that not all citations on Google Scholar are what we call ‘full-value’ citations. More importantly, researchers could easily perform academic search engine spam just by citing their papers in Wikipedia articles, creating a PDF of the Wikipedia article, and uploading the PDF to the Web.

6.5.3 PDF duplicates / PDF hijacking
Google Scholar indexes identical PDF files that have different URLs separately, even if they are on the same server. In case of our article ‘Google Scholar’s Ranking Algorithm: An Introductory Overview’, four PDFs on the domain beel.org (see Figure ) were all indexed. Google even considers the same PDF with same URL—once with and once without www—as different.
That means a spammer could upload the same PDF several times to the same Web page and all PDFs would be displayed on Google Scholar. Consequently, the probability that a user downloads the manipulated PDF would increase.

---

8 It could be that Google Scholar weights citations differently when using them for ranking articles. However, third parties parsing Google Scholar cannot identify any distinctions.
The ranking of grouped PDFs depends mainly on the file date—newer files are listed higher. That means spammers publishing modified versions of an article most likely will see their manipulated PDF as the primary download link for an article. This was also the case in our test with the manipulated PDF containing Viagra advertisement. The manipulated PDF is the most current PDF and displayed as primary download link (see Figure 11).
A similar practice is known from Web spam. ‘Page hijacking’ describes the practice that spammers create Web pages (with advertisements, malicious code, etc.) similar to a popular website. Under some circumstances Google identifies the duplicate as the original Web page and displays the duplicates’ website as the primary search result.

6.5.4 Misidentification of journal name

By coincidence we realized that it is possible to manipulate the journal name Google Scholar anticipates as the publishing journal of an article. One of our papers [Gipp and Beel (2009)] includes a vector graphic on the second page that illustrates how recommendations are made on our website http://sciplore.org. This vector graphic includes bibliographic information, among others ‘Epidemiology, vol. 19, no. 3’ (see Figure 12 for a screenshot of that PDF and the vector graphic).

Interestingly, Google Scholar used this bibliographic information as the name of the journal our article was published in (although it was not). A search on Google Scholar for our article shows the article as being published in Epidemiology, a reputable journal by the publisher JSTOR (see Figure 13).
Figure 13: Misidentification of journal name

Apparently, Google Scholar is using text within an article to identify the article’s publishing journal. This could be used by spammers to make their papers appear as if they were being published in reputable journals.

7 Discussion
We discussed academic search engine spam with several colleagues. Some congratulated us on our work; others considered it to be meaningless or even negative for the academic community. Apparently, opinions vary strongly about academic search engine spam. Therefore, we believe that academic search engine optimization and the potential threat of abusing it should be discussed.

We have heard the argument that academic spam might be a less serious threat to academic search engines than Web spam is to Web search engines. First, the effort required for academic search engine spam is high in contrast to the effort required for normal Web spam. Creating spam Web pages, including the registration of new domains, can be done almost automatically within seconds. In contrast, creating modified PDFs or publishing articles with print-on-demand publishers requires significantly more time.

Second, the benefit of spam for researchers is not as immediate and measurable as it is for other Web spammers. While a Web spammer can expect a certain amount of money for each additional visitor, a researcher can hardly specify the benefit of additional citations and readers.

Finally, and most importantly, researchers are not anonymous. In Web search, a website’s domain might be banned by the search engine if the site is identified as spam but the spammer could register a new domain within seconds (with a fake identity, if necessary). In contrast, researchers need to think about their reputation. If a researcher doing
academic search engine spam were exposed, the academic search engine would ban all his articles permanently, and his reputation in the academic community would likely be permanently damaged. However, although the vast majority of researchers are honest, it is widely known that there are some researchers performing unethical and even illegal actions to increase their reputation (see, e.g., [Judson (2004)] for examples). Therefore, it must be assumed that some researchers are willed to do academic search engine spam, despite the risks.

Also journals and conferences might be tempted to do academic search engine spam. Most, if not all, journal and conference rankings consider citation counts as the major or even only factor for calculating the ranking. By citation spam, journals and conferences could dramatically increase their rankings, and therefore, most likely, their revenue. Journals might also be tempted to perform academic search engine spam to attract more visitors to their websites. The publisher SAGE states that 60% of all online readers come via Google and Google Scholar to their journals [SAGE (2010)]. This percentage may increase in a few years. Therefore, academic search engine spam could bring thousands of new visitors and potential revenue. Small and currently unknown journals and conferences might be especially willing to take the risk. If they are discovered, they could found another journal or conference and try again.

Maybe most importantly, ‘normal’ Web spammers probably will place their spam in modified research articles as soon as they learn that it is possible. Google Scholar provides a new platform to them with hardly any barriers to distributing their spam. There is no reason to assume that normal spammers would not take advantage of this.

Most publishers seem not to be aware of the possibility of academic search engine optimization and academic search engine spam. We scrutinized publishing policies of three major publishers in the field of computer science (IEEE, Springer, and ACM) and could not find any rules or policies that address things like including invisible text.

Some publishers are aware of the benefits of academic search engine optimization. The publisher SAGE, for instance, suggests the following practice for authors:
“Search engines look at the abstract page of your article […] Try to repeat the key descriptive phrases [but] don’t overplay it, focus on just 3 or 4 key phrases in your abstract.” [SAGE (2010)]

“Ensure the main key phrase for your topic is in your article title.” [SAGE (2010)]

This advice does not differ significantly from the guidelines we provided in [Beel et al. (2010)]. However, some journals’ recommendations cross what we would consider legitimate ASEO. For instance, the Journal of Information Assurance and Security (JIAS) gave the following ‘recommendation’ to us after a paper we submitted in 2009 was accepted:

“Please […] improve the introduction/related research section by including all the past related papers published in JIAS.”

Also the International Journal of Web Information Systems recommended that we “add references from papers previously published in International Journal of Web Information Systems” after one of our papers was accepted in 2010. To us, the intention of these recommendations seem primarily to be to increase citation counts of the journal and hence to improve metrics such as the impact factor\(^\text{10}\).

8 Conclusion
As long as Google Scholar applies only very rudimentary or no mechanisms to detect and prevent spam, citation counts should be used with care to evaluate articles’ and researchers’ impact. Similarly, researchers should be aware that rankings and linked content might be manipulated. Overall, Google Scholar is a great tool that may help

\(^\text{10}\) Due to these recommendations we decided to withdraw the submitted papers.
researchers find relevant articles. However, Google Scholar is a Web-based academic search engine and as with all Web-based search engines, the linked content should not be trusted blindly. To academic search engines we suggest applying at least the most common spam detecting techniques known from Web search engines. They include analyzing documents for invisible text and either ignoring this text or ignoring the entire document. Also, very small fonts, especially in vector graphics, should not be indexed. With common spam detection methods the PDFs could also be analyzed for ‘normal’ spam. If an authoritative article directly from the publisher is available, only citations from this article should be counted, and not form other versions of the article found on the Web. It is also questionable whether counting citations from PowerPoint slides and Microsoft Word documents is sensible. In addition, documents should be analyzed for ‘sense making’. The documents we created with SciGen and published with Grin and on Academia.edu consisted of completely nonsensical text, but still they were indexed. Articles with identical or nearly identical text but different titles should not be listed as separate search results but should be grouped. Also, identical PDFs, especially when they are from the same domain, should not be listed as separate versions. Finally, we suggest that publishers change their policies: over-optimization of articles should be a violation of their policies and lead to appropriate consequences. However, the academic community needs to decide what actions are appropriate and when academic search engine optimization ends and academic search engine spam begins.

9 Summary
Our study on the resilience of Google Scholar delivers surprising results: Google Scholar is far easier to spam than the classic Google Search for Web pages. While Google Web Search is applying various methods to detect spam and there is lots of research on detecting spam in Web search, Google Scholar applies only very rudimentary mechanisms—if any—to detect spam. Google Scholar indexed invisible text in all kind of articles. A researcher could put invisible keywords in his article before, or even after, publication and increase the ranking and visibility of this article on Google Scholar.
Google Scholar counted references that were added to modified versions of already published articles. That means authors could add references in their articles after official publication. If these altered articles were published on the Web, Google would index them. This way, researchers could increase citation counts and rankings of the cited articles. They could also bring attention to their articles because the cited authors might investigate who has cited them. Researchers could also modify articles from other authors and add references to their own articles. This way, scholars could create the impression that an authority in their field cited their articles and increase citation counts as well.

Google Scholar also indexed fake articles uploaded to trusted sources such as Academia.edu and articles that were published as book with a print-on-demand publisher such as Grin\(^1\). This gives researchers another way to manipulate citation counts and extend their publication lists. An author could create a fake article with his or her name and the name of a popular researcher as co-author. This method could also be used to publish a real article again but with a different title, so the different variations would appear as separate items in the result lists (duplicate spam).

Google Scholar is indexing file formats other than PDFs, such as PowerPoint presentations (.ppt) and Microsoft Word documents (.doc), and counting references that were made in these files. Although we did not test it, one might assume that it would be easy to create PowerPoint presentations and doc files citing a specific article just with the intention of pushing the article’s ranking. Google Scholar is also indexing non-peer-reviewed academic documents such as thesis proposals or Wikipedia articles offered on third party websites. It was also easy to perform duplicate spam. With changed titles, basically identical PDFs were identified as separate articles. In addition, Google Scholar seems to rank new PDFs higher than older PDFs. That means manipulated PDFs most likely would appear as the primary download link.

By coincidence we realized that Google Scholar assigned a paper to a journal named in the full text of the article. We did not investigate this

\(^1\) It has to be mentioned that we published this book under our real names. However, it would have been just as easy to publish it with a fake identity (though this would have violated the terms of service of the print on demand publisher).
further, but it might be possible to make an article seem to have been published in a reputable journal although it never was. Finally, Google Scholar indexed modified versions of articles that contained advertisements. Certainly, researchers would not add advertisement to their own articles. But it is imaginable that normal spammers could download thousands of academic PDFs, automatically place their advertisement in these PDFs, and upload them to the web. Google Scholar would index them, and users of Google Scholar interested in an article’s full text might download these modified articles and see the advertisement.

Some might argue that academic search engine spam is a less serious threat to academic search engines than classic Web spam is to Web search engines. However, the potential benefits of academic search engine spam might be too tempting for some researchers. In addition, we see little reason why normal Web spammers should not place their advertisement in academic articles.

To prevent academic search engine spam, Google Scholar (and other Web-based academic search engines) should apply at least the common spam detection techniques known from Web spam detection, analyze text for sense-making, and not count all citations.

Note
We would like to note that the intention of this paper was not to expose Google Scholar. The intention was to stimulate a discussion about academic search engine optimization and the threat of academic search engine spam. We chose Google Scholar as the subject of our study because Google Scholar probably is the best and largest academic search engine indexing PDFs from the Web. Currently, we are developing our own academic search engine, SciPlore (http://sciplore.org). As yet, SciPlore has no protections against spam either. A very brief investigation of CiteSeer and Microsoft Academic Search indicates that they do not detect academic search engine spam either.
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